
Arceus 541 

Chapter 541: His name has spread throughout the sky and sea 

  The pirates of Beasts have been in a state of carnival. As the news of the newspapers spread 

throughout the area they occupy, these pirates have started their own banquets one after another, the 

purpose is to celebrate Kaido's "big victory". 

  Although the newspaper did not give a clear news of the outcome, but before that, Whitebeard was 

almost tacitly regarded as the strongest pirate. Kaido, a young man, was beaten like this with 

Whitebeard, in their opinion, it was no different from victory. 

  And the impact of this victory is more than that. For example, on an island near the Red Earth 

Continent, Beast Fruit is negotiating with other merchants for the price of some products. 

  Prices are not fixed. According to economic changes, the price of an item will rise or fall according 

to the situation. 

  But merchants have a common problem. When the raw materials rise, they will use this as an 

excuse to increase the selling price of the product, but when the price of the item falls, they will be 

selectively blind and will never restore the price to the original level. 

   Not all the raw materials of Beast Fruit come from the territory of Beast. After they became 

famous, they also developed some noble products in the middle and low-end products. These products 

greatly satisfy the vanity of some people. 

   It is the raw materials of these commodities that fluctuate in price. 

  Originally, they would not communicate with the other party when raising prices. Different fields in 

the same industry more or less have their own connections. Generally, they will help each other and 

form a united front. 

   But in this world, even legitimate businessmen have some connections with the underground world 

around the world. Due to the island environment, the transportation and sales of some commodities 

can only rely on the underground world. If you want to become bigger and stronger, you can't get 

around them. 

   Umit raised the freight rate and caused Beasts to do it alone. They still remember it vividly. Before 

that, they were testing a price that Beasts could accept. 

  We can’t do everything by ourselves, the cost is too high, and human resources can’t be used, but 

today, they have changed. 

   "Mr. Tezolo, those people have let go, and they all agreed to the price we proposed." 

  Tanaka walked out of the wall behind Tezolo with a stack of documents in his arms. The 

businessmen had already signed their names and were waiting for Tezolo to sign. 

  “Some people also took the initiative to lower their prices. I don’t know why they suddenly changed 

their faces.” 
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  「Haven’t you read today’s newspaper yet?」 

  「Not yet, any news, Mr. Tezolo?」 

   "Of course, the beasts won. No, it's not accurate to say that, but it doesn't matter. Just wait, many 

troublesome contracts will be resolved soon." 

The forces that can carry out their own commercial operations all over the world have private arms, and 

many people even raise some pirates to attack their peers. Among these people, the backstage of Beast 

Fruit is almost all except the world government and the navy. the hardest. 

  The battle between Kaido and Whitebeard further expanded his influence. 

  A similar situation is not only reflected in Beast Fruit, but also by some people who want to 

establish more cooperation, such as the Don Quixote family. 

  「咈咈咈咈咈, this time it’s a winning bet.」 

  At this time, Doflamingo has already started to move towards the great route, making plans for his 

next plan. He has not changed his original intention. At this time, his small goal is to integrate into the 

underground world of the great route. 

  Kaido's demonstrated strength means that he has the opportunity to further improve the success of 

his plan. 

  「Torrebol, is there no trace of the stone that the beasts are looking for?」 

   "No, Dover, that thing is too hard to find, but we did find a trace of a nice fruit." 

  「Then get it first, and take it slowly.」 

  … 

  Murloc Island, the speed of receiving news here is slower than that of the outside world. No matter 

how powerful the news bird is, it will not dive. Only when the ship passes by the Murloc Island will it 

bring new news. 

  Now the situation has changed a bit. Through Beast Fruits-Murloc Mining Branch, Neptune and 

Otohime have a new information channel. When those people get off work, someone will bring the 

newspaper back to Dragon Palace King 

country. 

  「Kaido and Newgate...how could this happen...」 

   Among the many people who read the newspaper, Neptune was the most entangled person. On 

the one hand, he had a good personal relationship with Whitebeard, and he was considered a good 

friend. 

  This is also the reason why Whitebeard lent him the flag. Relying on the pirate flag of the 

Whitebeard Pirates, Murloc Island has indeed solved a lot of troubles. 



  But this Pirate Flag failed to solve the problem fundamentally. Judging from the development of 

Fishman Island, it was the Beasts Fruit that brought more help. 

If the two really break up completely, choosing Whitebeard will affect the development of Murloc 

Island. As a king, he knows that this is wrong, but choosing Beasts is not good for Whitebeard's 

friendship, so Neptune will get into trouble . 

   "Nepton, let's talk about it when something really goes wrong." 

  「Otohime, you mean…」 

  「Haven’t they broken up completely yet?」 

  The relationship between pirates is usually very complicated. Not a single battle means a complete 

break between the two sides. Beasts and BIG MOM will also have conflicts and frictions, but after a 

fight, it does not affect their continued business. 

Benefits are eternal. If the benefits are enough, even a hostile relationship can keep in touch 

temporarily. She and Neptune are not decisive enough to face this kind of thing. Before facing new 

choices, she thinks it should be shelved for the time being. this problem. 

   Moreover, Whitebeard didn't interfere with what the islands using his flag did in private. As long as 

they didn't fly two flags at the same time, theoretically, there wouldn't be too much conflict. 

  From the obvious point of view, it is not the Beasts Pirates that dominate the mining industry, but 

Beasts Fruit. 

   This matter has been shelved for the time being, and the residents of Fishman Island are still living 

as before. 

   On the opposite side of the 10,000-meter deep sea, above the 10,000-meter high altitude, 

newspapers were also brought up from the top of the Western Heaven. 

  The people of Sky Island are not as excited as the people of Qinghai, but the former **** of Sky 

Island and now the manager of the aboriginal people of Sky Island, Gan Foer, looks at the pirate flag 

hanging at the entrance with a lot of emotions. 

  Whether it is the great sea route or the common sea, whether it is the altitude of 10,000 meters or 

the quiet deep sea, whether it is the hinterland of the allied countries or the turbulent non-alliance 

countries, this battle made the name of Hundred Beasts resound all over the world. 

  Compared to the sea emperor raised by Morgans, this natural disaster-like combat power gave 

people a more terrifying impression. Few people felt that they could withstand the aftermath of the 

battle between these two monsters. 

  Compared with the strong men of the older generation, such a rising star is more eye-catching, and 

as a witness of the incident, Kaido also started his own new round of banquet carnival in Onijima. 

Chapter 542: Kaido's eyes 

  「Drink, little ones! Let’s have fun!」 
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All the drinks stored on Onijima were brought out, most of them were drunk, and only a small number 

of people were still on duty at their positions. Although pirates are keen on banquets, there are always 

some people because of physical reasons And work reasons can not drink alcohol. 

  Among the various districts of Wano Country, the people in the Rabbit Bowl Quarry consume the 

least amount of alcohol. After all, they are the guards here. 

   But Kaido has no such scruples. His monster physique has long since reached the point where he is 

immune to alcohol. He gets drunk just because he wants to get drunk, and he can wake up in a few 

seconds if necessary. 

  As for Yamato’s drinking plan has failed, someone did get drunk, but it wasn’t Kaido, but herself. 

   Kaido’s way of raising children has always been free-range. Even with the help of Arceus, it has only 

changed slightly. 

   In the past, she was blamed for her inability to die, but now it doesn’t matter if she dies or not. 

Yamato has inherited Kaido’s physique and martial arts talent, but in terms of playing with the mind, ten 

of her are not as good as Kaido alone. 

Originally, she wanted to fill Kaido with alcohol, but after Kaido's provocation, she refused to admit 

defeat and drank it herself. There are many types of alcohol in Pirate World, and there are naturally 

high-strength alcohol, but the banquet is generally Would not use this wine. 

The number of normal people is still much higher than that of monsters. If you serve spirits directly, 

there will be no one in half an hour. Most people drink fruit wine. Yamato has never drank much before. 

The taste of fruit wine deceived her, etc. It was too late by the time the wine came up. 

   Kaido just had a hint of drunkenness on her face, but Yamato got down on the ground. So far, her 

wine quality is not bad. After getting drunk, she just sleeps, and she doesn't act like Kaido. 

   "Hey hehehe, it's too early to get me drunk, who's next!" 

  Now Kaido is in a state of being happy after drinking, which is relatively safe, but few ordinary 

members dare to fight with Kaido face to face, and most of them are booing in the crowd. 

  But soon Kaido was thrown in the face by a newspaper, and there is no one else who can do this 

kind of thing on Onigashima except Arceus. 

   This is not an ordinary world after all, it’s okay to drink some alcohol at this age, but it’s still a bit 

inappropriate to be drunk like this, but Kaido has an extremely good reason for this. 

   "This girl has grown up too, she must let her know how much she can drink." 

   Kaido explained the reason for doing this while taking off the reward order that was stuck on his 

face. Of course, he would not admit that he did it because he saw that Yamato wanted to get himself 

drunk. 

   And this is a very good reason, and it is even impossible to refute, but it always feels weird to put it 

here. 



   What was thrown in his face was nothing else, it was the newly sent reward order. The timeliness 

Morgans bought at the cost of his near-death made his newspaper one step faster than the navy's 

reward order. 

There is still a complex process for setting the bounty of the bounty order, but outsiders don't know the 

rules for setting the bounty. In the end, Kaido's bounty was fixed at 4.27 billion Baileys, and Whitebeard 

was also It has been raised to 4.6 billion Baileys. 

   Their rewards still have a lot of room to rise compared to the original timeline, and Kaido's current 

rewards have even surpassed Charlotte Lingling. 

  The reason why Whitebeard is still taller than Kaido is because in the eyes of the world government, 

Whitebeard is far more destructive than Kaido, and a business pirate is easier to contact than 

Whitebeard. 

  Since this battle was only a duel between Whitebeard and Kaido, the other members did not get 

much performance. 

  However, the strength of the captain will lead to higher rewards for the members of the cadres 

under his command, so the disaster-level cadres have raised the price by 200 million Baileys. 

  Quinn, who has done almost nothing, still ranks third in the Beasts Pirates with a high bounty 

bounty. 

  The banquet continued, but Arceus left here ahead of time with the drunken Yamato. 

  … 

  Familiar with the ceiling, Yamato woke up on his own bed. At this time, the banquet was over. 

Although the pirates like to have a banquet, but 

   It will not drive endlessly, there are still many things to do after the celebration. 

  After experiencing the first time in his life, Yamato was slightly dizzy, then shook his head, and then 

saw Arceus standing here at some point. 

  「Father? Shouldn’t there be a banquet now?」 

  「Two news, the first news is that Kaido gave you three days off.」 

  「Really! Father, is this a **** change?」 

  Hearing that Kaido gave her three days off, her first thought was that she couldn't believe it. 

   "Don't worry, another news is that it's just the third day." 

  「Huh?」 

  「You fought with that guy Kaido and got drunk for three days.」 



What she drank at the beginning was indeed just fruit wine, but as she gradually accumulated wine in 

the process of fighting for wine, the wine she drank became more and more complicated. Added ice 

cubes. 

  That is to say, she and Kaido have similar physiques, otherwise, at this age and the way of drinking, 

stomach bleeding would be mild. 

  「That is to say…」 

  「That’s right, there’s only half a day left of your vacation, now do you understand what is the word 

“drinking wrong?” 

  In Arceus’ view, tobacco, alcohol, and poison are not good things, and the latter is even worse. It is 

a business that no beast will touch. A little contact with alcohol is okay, but you must not become an 

alcoholic like Kaido. 

  As she got older, some things were not easy to talk about, so he let Yamato experience the 

consequences of drunkenness firsthand. 

"Understood…" 

  There was only disappointment on her face. At this time, she had a strong resentment towards 

alcohol, and her precious vacation was delayed because of this reason. At the same time, she also had a 

deeper impression of Kaido's monster physique. 

  Before, she basically drank a cup and Kaido drank a pot, but even so, she never spelled Kaido. 

   But when she was upset about this, a special voice suddenly came from her ear. 

  Crack...Crack... 

  It was very small at first, but it kept increasing. When Yamato looked in the direction of the sound, 

there were already quite a few cracks in the original large egg. 

   "Father, it seems to be hatching!" 

The birth of a new life always makes people curious. Unlike the Pokémon that were directly created in 

the past, and unlike the tear-eyed lizard that was studied on Xiaokong Island, this egg has been taken 

care of by her all the time. The feeling is naturally different. 

   "Well, the estimated hatch time is about now, go ahead, that's a great little guy." 

   Before he could finish speaking, Yamato had already run to the side of the giant egg, and within a 

short time, a green arm had already broken the outer eggshell. 

Chapter 543: Cub of the Desert Tyrant 

Shell breaking is the first test for oviparous animals. Congenital factors such as congenital weakness or 

too hard egg shells may lead to shell breaking failure, but this giant egg is not a natural output, but a 

creation of Arceus. So its body is very healthy. 
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That arm is just the beginning. It looks like there are some scales on the arm, but that is an illusion 

caused by the mucus remaining in the eggshell reflecting under the light of the diamond bed. As it 

breaks through the eggshell, it becomes bigger and bigger. , and the overall image is more perfect. 

Although the exposed gray-green skin is immature, it has a rock-like texture. Both arms have broken out 

of the shell, and soon its head protruded from the eggshell above. At this time, its body structure It was 

also fully exposed. 

  Although the lower body is still inside the eggshell, judging from the current structure, its arms are 

slightly short, and whether it can touch the top of its head is a problem. 

  There is a long obtuse horn on the top of its head, which is almost the same length as its arm. 

  The basic initial state of the desert tyrant Bangira - Yu Kira, according to the current more formal 

name, its name has been updated to Young Kiras. 

  「Yo…」 

  The newly born Yukira felt something touching his head, and then a pair of red eyes opened, and 

the image of Yamato had appeared in its field of vision. 

   This voice made it feel familiar, as if she was communicating with herself every day before she 

hatched. 

  「Yuki…」 

  Although the afternoon sun is not dazzling, Kira still feels a little uncomfortable. This is due to Kira's 

racial characteristics, and they are not used to the light of the outside world when they are just born. 

When the wild Bangira lays eggs, it will even deliberately choose a big mountain, and then dig a hole 

under the mountain. On the one hand, it can protect Kira in this way, and on the other hand, this 

mountain is what Kira needs to grow up. nutrition. 

  At the same time, this is also the way the Kira family raises offspring. It will eat the soil while 

heading towards the ground where its relatives are. If it does not eat up the soil and go to the ground, it 

will not be able to see its parents. 

  Every time a Kira grows up to become a Benjira, it means that a mountain disappears into the 

world. This is a true soil-eating race, and the eaten soil is the energy they need for evolution. 

  In a sense, each Yukira is a natural foodie. Arceus only shaped its life, but did not cultivate its 

character. This is completely random. 

   And this Yukira was often communicated by Yamato with the power of Viridian during gestation. 

This is also an alternative prenatal education, so this Yukira's nature is a bit socially fearful. 

It wasn't the social phobia that Zhiye picked up in Baiyin Mountain, but the social phobia. It was born 

and naturally saw its creator. It waved excitedly at Arceus, and then rolled off the diamond bed down. 

   This also made it completely break free from its eggshell, revealing its lower body. 



  The two little feet are also short, but they are thicker. The abdomen is different from other areas. It 

has a special red scale armor to protect its weak abdomen, and at the same time reveals its uniquely 

shaped tail. 

  But it didn't care about this, and after getting up, it ate its own eggshell. It only took three or two 

strokes, and the hard eggshell was eaten clean. 

  Afterwards, it rubbed its little belly, and it didn't look like it was full at all, and then it stared at the 

bed where it lived when it was still an eggshell. 

  Kira eats soil, but not only soil, soil alone cannot form a mountain. There are countless minerals and 

rocks in a mountain, so these minerals are also in its diet. 

At this time, it didn't care about Yamato and Arceus behind it at all, and gnawed on the diamond bed. 

Although the bed was a bit hard for it when it was just born, it was still eating the diamond bit by bit like 

hard candy. Chunks of diamonds. 

  「Father...Father..Is it eating diamonds?」 

  She had seen special Pokémon in the mining field that ate rock and metal, but she hadn't expected 

a "baby" just hatched from an egg to do this kind of thing. 

   "More than that, it's a big belly. 

  」 

  The conventional Kira needs to eat a mountain if it wants to evolve into Bangira. These minerals are 

its source of nutrition and the root of their strength. This is why Arceus created Kira to let it evolve 

slowly. 

  Same as the previous Boss Kedora, the unique rare minerals in One Piece World can allow Kira to 

grow better, and there is also a big difference in body shape. 

  The ordinary Yukira was only 0.6 meters tall even on the eve of evolution, but this Yukira was nearly 

two meters when it was born, which is no different from the current Yamato. 

  The premise of its creation is also based on the giant beast of war. When it grows up, it will be a 

large giant beast that is not inferior to King Yanwu. Compared with Bangira, it will be closer to its 

prototype-Godzilla. 

   Correspondingly, a mountain cannot provide what such a behemoth needs to grow up. If it wants 

to grow up smoothly, it probably needs to eat an island. 

  「Eat..an island?!」 

   "That's right, and this is your next task, Yamato, its cultivation is entrusted to you, and feeding it is 

also one of your tasks, otherwise you can only send it outside." 

   "No, I want to raise it, but..." 



This amount of food made her feel a little embarrassed. Although Diancie can fabricate diamonds, she 

can't just let her eat diamonds. According to Arceus, Yukira needs many different minerals to grow, and 

Wano Country's Land obviously cannot be wasted like this. 

   "Don't worry about this, we have already considered the rest of the issues, your father is willing to 

help with this." 

   Hearing this, Yamato was not happy, but had an ominous premonition. 

  「Father, what do you mean…」 

   "As long as you can reach his satisfaction, he will go outside and move an island of suitable size as 

Yukira's feed. If you want to raise it well, you should challenge your father." 

  「What should we do before that?」 

Passive, as long as the matter is related to Kaido, Yamato's intelligence will be directly stretched to the 

same level as Kaido, but she saw what Kaido and Whitebeard fought, and that day she understood why 

Kaido kept saying that he was play with yourself. 

  She didn't know what would satisfy Kaido, so Yukira couldn't be hungry before that. 

   "As long as you don't disappoint him, you don't have to worry about Yukira's food." 

Naturally, this aspect has been dealt with. Arceus has prepared a theological recipe for Yukira. A large 

number of berries and branches of the berries, together with sea stone debris and Arceus steel powder, 

can be said to be a perfect nutritional recipe. . 

Chapter 544: Arceus' Secret Power 

  It is impossible for Kira to be completely handed over to Yamato to raise. Only when Kira absorbs 

enough energy can Kira successfully cocoon and evolve into Shakira, and then "break out of the cocoon 

and become a butterfly" and become the real desert tyrant. 

  This world is indeed dominated by the sea, but people still have to live on land. Not everyone can 

live in water as smoothly as the murlocs. 

   This is a special goal for Yamato. Only with hope can she be motivated to work hard, and this will 

also make her more diligent. 

Just as they were talking, the two lucky eggs had joined forces to bring a large bucket of stone and wood 

mixture, which was also mixed with various metal powders. Judging from the movement of the wooden 

bucket falling to the ground, this bucket of special food was very large. Even Ji Lidan wiped the sweat 

from his forehead. 

  Although their bodies are not big, their chubby bodies contain terrifying power. 

  Looking at the food that was just brought over, Yukira quickly dropped the diamond bed. Although 

the "candy" tastes good, eating only that kind of thing will make you tired. 

  If people outside saw this, they would probably grit their back molars with envy. Although the price 

of diamonds is artificially inflated, these diamonds are still invaluable here. 
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Originally, such a large diamond bed was enough for them to be jealous, but someone actually used this 

priceless treasure as food. In their view, this is a waste of money, but in Beasts, diamonds are the least 

valuable thing . 

  With Tianxi, as long as there is carbon in the world, diamonds will be inexhaustible. 

   Yukira obviously couldn't finish eating for a while, and Arceus also talked about other things with 

Yamato. 

  The time of the battle between Kaido and Whitebeard was chosen very well. It happened to be 

Yamato’s birthday in 1509. According to Kaido’s theory, there is no better gift than this close-up live 

broadcast of the world’s peak battle. 

  But it can’t be changed. This year’s birthday celebration was canceled due to an accident. Although 

there was no intention of making it up, Arceus prepared a brand new gift for her, a seemingly ordinary 

pocket. 

  「Father, is there anything special about this bag?」 

  It looks like a very ordinary satchel, pure white, with a cloud-like texture, because it is a cloud itself. 

  One Piece World has ever-changing clouds, especially in Sky Island, where clouds have long been 

integrated into the lives of Sky Islanders. 

  The strap of the satchel is woven with rope clouds and iron clouds, which has very strong 

toughness, but the most special thing is actually the body of the bag, which is processed and 

manufactured with the clouds of Sky Island. 

  After living in Sky Island for so many years, the people of Sky Island already have unique cloud 

craftsmanship, but the special feature of this bag is in its internal space. 

  The clouds on Sky Island can store things. The guardian of the trial of the ball, Daigo Mori, hid 

various weapons in the surprise cloud processed by cloud shells, but the size of ordinary cloud storage is 

related to his own volume. 

  But Pokémon has a unique skill-secret power. 

  In battle, it will display different skills according to different venues, but in life, it can build a secret 

base, and it can create a unique space in the woods or rocks, which is a good skill for building a hidden 

residence. 

   There are many Pokémon who can learn this skill, but the secret power used by Arceus is different 

from those ordinary Pokémon. The package space he created has exceeded the limit of the object itself. 

  A popular saying, Yamato's satchel is a space device made of Sky Island Cloud. 

  Because the clouds of Sky Island and the land of Qinghai are special substances of the same nature, 

and their own ductility is very special, coupled with the power of Arceus himself, such a space 

equipment was created.𝒏𝔬𝑽𝑬𝑳𝚞𝑠𝗯.𝑐𝓞𝗆 



   It looks like an ordinary satchel, but in fact it is an entire room inside. With the characteristics of 

Sorashima cloud, it is not difficult to put yourself in it, and Yamato has already leaned half of his body in. 

  Due to the particularity of sky island clouds, they can float around in the sky even if they carry heavy 

objects, and they can even drill in for a random trip. 

  This is an experiment, and Yamato has given priority to getting the internal test product, if 

  She has no problem using it. This kind of cloud backpack will also be mass-produced and distributed 

to key personnel. He has no plans to popularize this black technology made by Arceus for the time 

being. 

  As for the poke ball, although it is unscientific equipment, he has no intention of letting it appear at 

all. Although poke **** have been popularized in the Pokémon world, they are also similar to binding 

tools. 

  Some berries can make poke balls, but the original versions of those berries are in the hands of 

Beasts themselves. If one day this thing is really produced, it will most likely be destroyed. 

"Like it?" 

  「I like it, by the way, adoptive father, does father know about this thing?」 

   "Don't think about it, when he came to you, he was full of knowledge and knowledge. Unless your 

knowledge and color can surpass him, don't think about it." 

  As soon as Yamato said this, he could hear the meaning of the other party. He probably wanted to 

get in here to avoid Kaido's tracking, but this kind of thing is simply unrealistic. 

   "Okay, you can play with Yukira first, it is probably full, I still have something to do." 

   "Understood, goodbye foster father." 

   Then Arceus left here, and he was going to arrange the news revealed by Morgans. 

  Before Morgans exchanged some special news for the qualification to take pictures on the spot. 

Kaido and Whitebeard fought for five days and five nights, which means that Zeraora carried him in the 

sky for five days and five nights. 

  Although the ability of these people to endure hunger far exceeds that of ordinary people, it is no 

problem to do nothing for five days, but letting a big cadre do this kind of thing, Morgans has brought 

certain benefits to the beasts. 

  According to the news brought back by his newspaper branch in Nanhai, a kind of disease and insect 

pest is breaking out in the local area, and the most affected by this disaster is a kind of local flower. This 

kind of flower itself is not expensive, but it is the main source of a kind of local honey. 

   And this honey is the top product in the honey industry. 

Now the local area is suppressing the news, but it can be predicted that the outbreak of the disaster is 

inevitable, and the production of this nectar will be greatly reduced in the next few years, which means 



that there will be a large number of vacancies in this market. This is one of the news that Morgans 

exchanged for the report. one. 

  This is a disaster for the local beekeepers, but it is a new opportunity for Baishou Fruit. Now he is 

going to breed a new batch of bees and use this gap to occupy that part of the market. 

  They will not copy the same thing, but will use brand new honey to attract customers. There are 

many loyal users of that kind of honey, but in this case, most people will still choose substitutes. 

Chapter 545: the only victim 

  Just recently, a problem has arisen in the cultivation of berries. Before that, although Beasts had 

planted berries, they mainly relied on native bees for pollination. 

  Bees do not take the initiative to pollinate, but do this work indirectly during the foraging process. 

Fruit flowers bring more nutritional value, which means that bees can fulfill their needs with very little 

work. 

  With the expansion of the fruit size, the fish-catching behavior of these bees became not enough. 

Following the new situation over there, these bees also ushered in the opportunity to transform 

themselves. 

  In the Pokémon world, there are many Pokémon that start with three, such as the three bees that 

Arceus is transforming in the mountains and forests. 

  Although there are more than one kind of bee-type Pokémon, the three bees with a more complete 

hive mind are more suitable for collecting honey than the more powerful big needle bees. 

As the name suggests, the three bees are also three combined Pokémon like the three-in-one magnet 

monster and the three gophers, but unlike the three-in-one magnet monster, the three bees are not 

three combined after evolution, but one A special Pokémon born with three minds. 

   They look more like Lego toys than regular bees, with hexagonal bodies held together. 

Under the control of Arceus, the three bees combined to form the body of the three bees. Although the 

three bees share the same body from now on, compared with the short lifespan of ordinary worker 

bees, these three bees are farther away. s future. 

   And the queen bee in their hive is thus transformed into a queen bee. 

  Using the original queen bee as the new queen, these transformed three bees did not show any 

resistance. 

  This is the difference between the three bees and the big needle bee group. The number of big 

needle bees as the final evolution is more. Although there are queens in the group, they also command 

other big needle bees. 

  But the queen bee is different. Three bees usually form a group of one hundred, and there will only 

be one queen bee in a group. Its order is absolute for the three bees. 
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  And the Queen Bee is only female, and there is no Kentaro corresponding to it like the big milk pot. 

So far, no Pokémon paired with the Queen Bee has been found. 

  Compared to the appearance of Lego toys, Queen Bee is more like a bee, but it also loses the small 

and cute appearance of three bees. The red eyes and white pupils are slightly scary. 

  The special lower body has a body structure similar to a beehive, through which it can breed new 

three bees, but most of the three bees still live in the nests they built, because the queen bee can only 

raise six at most. 

   "Go, the area with this kind of mark is the place where you gather honey, but don't hurt ordinary 

people, and don't hurt the original bees." 

  Under the order of Arceus, a large number of three bees flew to the tree fruit planting area under 

the command of the queen bee. Although Morgans' news had a certain amount of advance, the honey 

still had some reserves. 

  Although the production will definitely be reduced this year due to special circumstances, it will 

take some time for the event to ferment. This time is the time when Three Bees produces honey, and 

then Beast Fruit is ready to occupy the market. 

  … 

  The Taoyuan Farm in Jiuli is still the residence of Setsuna and Zeraola, but there are more other fur 

tribes here. 

   "Your Excellency, this is a letter from Yang Jisi Khan." 

  Bepo was holding a fax from Zou. Although he was brought back from the North Sea by Setsuna and 

Zeraora, he had absolutely no intention of staying in Zou. 

Although Setsuna slipped out of Zou at a young age, she has family members in Zou, so she would go 

back and visit her from time to time, but Bepo's only family member is Jiebo. Now Jiebo is wandering in 

the open sea with Pedro. I also feel bored in Zou. 

   In order to let this successor take over early, Yang Jisihan used the prestige of the elderly to send 

some young fur people to follow her, which can be regarded as a few helpers for her. 

  Because he was familiar with them all the way, Beibo was selected naturally. 

  “No, no, burn it. I saw the envelope and knew it was going to urge me to go back and take over.” 

  Writing in his diary without raising his head for a moment, Bepo seems to see 

   It reached the words [February 11, 1510], but when he came back to his senses, he saw Setsuna's 

murderous eyes. 

   "Beppo, what are you looking at?" Peeping at the diary was something she hated. Although Beppo 

just looked at it in private, if he did it on purpose, he might be tied to a pillar as an archery target. 

   "I'm sorry! I'll just take the letter away." 



   After saying that, Beppo took the envelope and ran to other places, and then bumped into Zeraora. 

  「Beppo? What's the matter? Don't be so frizzy all the time.」 

  「I'm sorry... Your Excellency the Duke asked me to throw this thing away.」 

   "I didn't mean to say that you made a mistake, forget it, take your time with your character." 

  Seeing that Beppo wanted to apologize again, Zeraora directly changed the topic. He was already 

familiar with the characteristics of this bear's fur. Maybe because he is a white bear, he is particularly 

afraid of heat and has extremely poor psychological endurance. 

  "Yang Jisihan's letter? Give it to me, so as not to miss something important." 

   While talking, Zeraora took the letter and looked at the general content, but he was indeed inferior 

to Setsuna in this respect, and she guessed it right, the whole letter only wrote two sentences. 

  【I want to retire! 】 

  【Hurry up and come back to take over! 】 

   "Okay, you go do your thing, remember not to provoke those three bees." 

  Now there are more large milk tanks scattered here, and a lot of tree fruits are also planted here, so 

the three bees have been here for a while. 

  The honey from the three bees also attracted Bepo, the bear's fur. The bear's genes prevented him 

from restraining his urge for honey, so he became the first person to be attacked by the three bees. 

If it is said that Quinn got a negative number in the population reputation of the good and bad stars at 

the beginning, now Beppo has a negative number with the three bees, but he is also very wronged, 

because he did this kind of thing while sleepwalking, not only was it in vain I stung, but I haven't tasted 

the taste of honey yet.𝑛𝚘𝗏𝓮𝓵𝑈𝔰𝑩.𝓒𝓞𝔪 

"Yes, I understand." 

Then Beipo went to find Perona and Wearing Bear, there was a lot of honey there, for his own people, a 

little honey was nothing, the output was enough to supply Beasts and the Big Mom Pirates before 

proceeding It's sold out. 

  Bepo is the only person so far who has been attacked by three bees, and the other is Quinn, but he 

did it on purpose to test whether the other party has a strong enough bee venom, but he was not 

satisfied with the result. 

  Three bees are not poisonous. Even if they are stung, they are just ordinary swellings. It is far better 

to continue to study the smelly mud. He has not been able to sort out all the mysterious combinations in 

Alola's smelly mud so far. 

Chapter 546: Added Grass Head God, Quinn's substitute to guard against poison 
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  The local residents quickly got used to the existence of the three bees. Although they looked a little 

weird, but there were precedents for Pokémon such as big milk pots, they were no longer surprised by 

these creatures. 

Under the condition of not stealing honey or actively attacking them, they are relatively friendly to 

humans with the order of Arceus first, and they have just been born for a few months, and Wano 

already has their tablets and small shrines . 

  There are currently two largest religious organizations in Wano Country, one is the Arceus God Sect 

under the leadership of Misu, and the other is the Arceus Shrine created by the natives of Wano 

Country. 

  As for the original gods, under the influence of pragmatism, only some old-fashioned people still 

remember them. 

  Large shrines have their own torii gates, but the local culture of Wano Country has flooded the 

place with gods. In a nutshell, anything can be a **** here. Those who are good to people are gods, and 

those who hurt people for no reason are demons. 

  This also affects the worship model here, some gods just have a statue on the side of the road. 

  What they believe in is also related to their own industry. Those who are good at grazing will 

enshrine the big milk pot and cantero, those who like to pick wool will enshrine Mali sheep, and the 

knifesmiths will enshrine Boscodora. 

  In daily life, the shell of Boscodora will fall off regularly, which has become one of the rarest 

materials in Wano Country. 

  Hailou Stone, Liquor Iron Ore, Boscodora Alloy, Arceus Steel, these are the favorite materials of 

swordsmiths in Wano Country today, and the first two can be purchased through registration. 

   Beasts did not ban their circulation in the country, but how much to buy, what to do, how much 

wasted and the final product must be registered, otherwise it is a crime. 

  The latter can only rely on rewards, which have become fantasy metals in their eyes. 

   It is very common to enshrine the lucky eggs, the patients of Pokémon such as dolls, and the 

residents of Linghou who enshrine the big charcoal chariot, but Pokémon has not yet set foot in all 

industries. 

  So many people hope that Pokémon related to their own industry will appear, which almost means 

the rise of the industry. 

  The appearance of the three bees has raised the status of domestic beekeepers a lot. Of course, 

there are some people who are friendly to all Pokémon, such as the Kentaro family. 

   "Go back early, Squirtle." 

   "Jeney, Jenny." 



  A squirrel left here with a rice ball in its arms. The weather in each area of Wano country is 

different. It is still snowing heavily in Linghou, but spring plowing has begun in Jiuli. 

Although Kentaro became the head of the redemption station here because of his achievements in 

finding the fruit of everyone - the form of great enlightenment, but the family still has a lot of farmland. 

Because the crops planted this time are relatively short of water, so I went to find a Jenny turtle for help 

. 

   This Squirrel was a friend he had known when he was a teenager. Now he has a family and a 

business, and his children are two years old, but there is no trace of age on that Squirrel. 

  Most Pokémon are like this, most of them have a long lifespan, but Squirtle is more obvious in this 

respect. 

  Even the small fist stone has smoothed the edges and corners a lot in daily training, but the Squirtle 

has maintained its immature appearance, so Kentaro has further felt the baptism of the years. 

  Because of this reason, Squirtle is the **** of longevity worshiped by the most people. 

  「Yuichi, this is a big milk jug, it’s my father’s good friend.」 

  Holding his child, Kentaro once again came to the place where the big milk tank basked in the sun 

on weekdays, and introduced the Pokémon here to his child like an old friend. 

  Compared to the tranquility and peace of Taoyuan Farm, Yamato is working hard for Yukira's future. 

  Although Kaido's training effect is the best, he needs Yamato to adapt to more fighting styles, so he 

first left Yamato with a small goal. 

   Whether it’s a conspiracy or a frontal attack, as long as a disaster-level cadre can be defeated, she 

will be rewarded for completing her own trial in advance, that is, moving back to an island and giving it 

to Yu Kira. 

   Zeraora, Jhin, Olga, Quinn, and Shaina, these are the five choices she faces, and other individuals 

can also play this in the explosive state. 

  A combat power, such as Setsuna, Mandelfish, Koga Ninja, but that is a very special situation. 

   These five people are all people who can display disaster combat power under normal conditions, 

so the problem of choosing one of the five is placed in front of Yamato. 

  Shaina and Zeraora were excluded by her first. Although they were the most friendly to her because 

of Arceus, she knew very well that Arceus must have agreed to Kaido's ability to do this. 

  With the instruction of Arceus, Shaina and Zeraora are the least likely to release water. 

  Jin and Olga's abilities are particularly difficult to deal with. Although Olga has no ability to fly, 

Yamato's knowledge is not enough to resist Olga's phantom. 

   Illusion is not her only thing, but it is what she is best at. 



  And the skills of the evil type are very complicated, which leads to Olga's own skills to change a lot. 

Even without Elizabeth's assistance, she is not so easy to deal with. Yamato does not have the speed of 

Polusalino now. 

  As for Jhin, he is also very powerful, and occasionally leaves Wano Country with Kaido's orders, but 

he will return here smoothly in a short time, and resume his responsibility as a general. Through the 

method of elimination, there was only one option left, Quinn. Although his bounty was the most 

exaggerated, judging from his combat effectiveness, he was the weakest one. 

   In this way, Quinn became Yamato's first target to fight. 

  During the battle, Yamato can let Yukira assist him, but other Pokémon cannot. This is also specially 

prepared to hone Yukira's combat power. In addition to eating dirt, it still needs some fighting to grow. 

  Wild Yukira's battle targets are beasts and Pokémon in the mountains, and now it's naturally Quinn. 

Kaido has already told him that if he is defeated by Yamato, he will prepare a one-month special training 

for him. If he is found to be cheating, there will be no supply of bananas and rice cakes and red bean 

soup for half a year, which completely eliminates the possibility of him cheating to please the opponent 

sex. 

  In order not to let myself go to hell, in order to protect my stomach, I can only wrong Yamato. 

  So on this day, Yamato understood for the first time what a disgusting opponent is, and also 

understood that Quinn had his own ability to secure his current position among the three disasters. 

Facing a fixed turret that uses alternative anti-drug tactics, Yamato's performance has been greatly 

affected. She wants to confront Quinn head-on, but to be on the safe side, Quinn hides it very tightly. 

Under the interference of her, she was very helpless in fighting. 

Chapter 547: Powerful domineering comes from the torture of teammates 

  「Thunder gossip!」 

Yamato held up Jian and hit Quinn on the head. Although the stick hit the bull's-eye, Quinn's expression 

did not change at all. Quinn who was hit didn't even use domineering, but dissipated directly under the 

stick up. 

   "Damn! Uncle Quinn, can't you fight me head-on!" 

   "No way, Ms. Yamato, Master Arceus and Brother Kaito want me to fight with all my strength, and 

this is my fighting style. The enemy will not let you have the opportunity to choose a fighting style." 

After the dissipated clone, Quinn's main body appeared there, and the four large leaves behind him in 

the naked form were shining with the light of the sun. It was because his photosynthesis was absorbing 

the sunlight in the sky to restore himself. physical strength. 

At this time, Quinn also inherited the consistent characteristics of animal-type ability users. As long as I 

can't kill me in one hit, I can slowly grind you to death. Although he and Yamato belong to the same 

animal type, and Yamato is still a higher-level phantom beast species, but No matter how strong the 

attack that cannot hit the main body, it will not be effective. 
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  Under photosynthesis, Quinn quickly regained the stamina consumed by making the stand-in. 

  「Ah! I hate this style of play, Yukira, rest up!」 

  「Yuki!」 

Now she is still assisted by Kira, and then Kira's short hands slid crazily on the ground, a large amount of 

dust floated into the sky, and then under the influence of Kira's own power, a small piece of the sky was 

covered , that is, the scope of their battle. 

  Although it is not yet an adult, it cannot use its characteristics to set off a huge sandstorm like 

Bangira, but it can also actively release sandstorms. 

  Normal Sandstorm is an indiscriminate AoE attack, but Kira's Sandstorm doesn't do that because it 

doesn't make sense. 

Just a few months old, it is already very reluctant to release sandstorms. The damage caused by the 

blowing sand can't affect Quinn at all, and it can't even reduce the blood volume by 1. All it has to do is 

to block the sunlight in the sky , reducing some Quinn's recovery speed. 

  But because of lack of physical strength, it won't be long before I have to rest again. 

   The existence of Yukira is equivalent to a special accessory pet, and Quinn cannot take the initiative 

to attack it, otherwise Yukira would have left the scene long ago. 

  The blocked sunlight interrupted Quinn’s photosynthesis, but Quinn was not in a hurry to regain the 

weather. He has much richer combat experience than Yamato, and his heart is much more sinister and 

cunning. He has many ways to deal with different situations. 

I saw the tip of Quinn's tail split suddenly, and several small specially-made shells were shot out again. 

The moment the shells touched the ground, there was a lot of puffing sound. Hearing the familiar 

sound, Yamato hurriedly dodged back , She has experienced Quin's special weapon before. 

   After all, it was a fight among his own people. Quinn did not choose those models that were 

specially designed to torture people. What he released were all anesthetic or direct-injury plague 

bombs. However, just as Yamato’s footsteps landed, his ankles were entangled by several plants. 

   "This time it's a parasitic seed, Ms. Yamato, there's more than one way I recover my physical 

strength." 

  Ultimate absorption, parasitic seeds, photosynthesis, drug use, he has many ways to restore 

physical strength, and has different ways of using it. Ultimate absorption is used for strong attacks, 

photosynthesis is used under normal conditions, and parasitic seeds are used to set traps. 

  Because it is a seed itself, the parasitic seed itself has a very special delay effect. On a complicated 

battlefield, he can inadvertently leave a large number of seeds. 

  Then blocked Yamato's Maishi Bingya with defense, and there were bursts of mechanical sounds 

from his left arm. 

  「Quanli QUEEN!」 



  Quinn's modified left arm is rapidly extended. The parasitic seeds can not only take away the 

opponent's physical strength, but also limit the enemy's actions. 

  The claws flew out and grabbed Yamato just like that. 

  Yamato didn't choose to dodge this, but let Quinn catch him. After Quinn pulled Yamato closer, he 

noticed something abnormal. 

  The physical strength brought by the parasitic seeds suddenly disappeared, and then his mechanical 

hand also became slightly stiff, as if some parts inside were frozen. 

  I saw Yamato’s body at this time 

   was covered with frost, and those parasitic seeds were removed under the influence of this cold 

air, and Yamato actually forcibly opened his mechanical hand, taking the opportunity to jump up. 

  「This strange power...」 

  His mechanical arm will automatically lock in this situation, and normal people will definitely not be 

able to break free. He can't help but sigh Yamato's monster physique. Kaido's blood and super rookie 

physique have helped her a lot. 

   "Uncle Quinn, now is not the time to be distracted! Ice wolf gossip!" 

  There is no sound of thunder entangled, but it is entangled with deadly cold air. Thunder and gossip 

are the foundation. This is her own move that she evolved based on her own ability. 

  Quinn just used it to defend, and theoretically there is a high probability that it will fail when used 

now. She had a method to remove the parasitic seed before, but in order to prevent Quinn from 

continuing to use a substitute, she chose to let the opponent catch her. 

  Her plan was successful, which was a big breakthrough for her, because she had successfully hit 

Quinn's body. 

  But the next moment, Quinn's braid suddenly released a cloud of unknown powder towards her 

face, and then was caught by Quinn's other hand again. 

"No way…" 

  This time she inhaled the powder, and her body suddenly felt a sense of powerlessness. The tactile 

feedback from her hand just hit Quinn's head firmly. She didn't expect that this blow would have no 

effect. 

   "It did hit, and it hurts, but Miss Yamato, you seem to have forgotten that I can be domineering." 

  Quinn's face turned black, which was the effect of domineering defense. This result had already 

declared her defeat, so Quinn threw her directly into the bunker beside her, and then sprayed the 

antidote on it. 

  「Uncle Quinn, is your armed color so strong?」 

  「…Ah. Maybe, after all, people always have things to do.」 



  Seeing that Yamato admired his armed color, he didn't mean to be happy at all, and his expression 

became very vicissitudes. 

  「Let’s leave it at that for today, let’s continue in a few days.」 

  Quin lit a cigar and left here. At that moment, the faces of Kaido, Jhin, Shaina, Setsuna, and several 

major cadres of the Beasts Pirates appeared in his mind one after another. 

  Ordinary people’s arrogance comes from life-and-death fights on the battlefield, but Quinn is 

different. His arrogance is largely due to his own people. In order to resist the beatings of his own 

people, he still came to this step. 

  He is not the strongest, but he is sure that no one has a more unlucky way of mastering high-level 

domineering than himself. 

Chapter 548: buy lucky 

   Quinn returned to his laboratory alone. It is not so easy for Yamato to threaten him now. This kind 

of battle is an extra training for him. 

  「Yuki…」 

   "It's okay, it's okay, Uncle Quinn will be defeated sooner or later, and if he can't even defeat him, 

let alone that perverted father." 

  Kaido has been pressing on her head like a mountain, and it is also the goal she has always wanted 

to surpass. 

  「Yuki?」 

  「Huh? Did they come here so fast today?」 

You Kira just pointed in another direction, and Solitia, Speed, and Mizeka are pulling a trolley towards 

here, and there are residues of sea stones in it, which belong to Yu Kira dinner. 

  Through the game of force, the three of them naturally became Yamato's followers, helping her 

deal with some problems in her life, but these problems generally have nothing to do with fighting. 

  The current Yamato has not fought the enemy outside, so there is no need for them in Onijima. 

  These three are currently very satisfied with their positions, Yamato is easy to get along with, and 

she doesn’t have much airs. Although Kaido means that these three are just subordinates, for her, these 

are default partners. 

   "Master Onihime, we are here." 

  「lky~」 

  An auspicious egg also jumped down from behind. Strictly speaking, there is no difference in the 

shape of these auspicious eggs. Only people who get along day and night can tell the difference from 

their ears. 
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  But Yamato is different. She can clearly distinguish each lucky egg. This lucky egg is the leader of the 

lucky egg in Wano Country today. It was the one that blocked the gun for Yamato back then. 

   Following the lucky egg is the exclusive medical team of the Pokémon Center. After each battle, 

they will have a physical examination to ensure that there are no hidden wounds left in the body. 

  A little injury is nothing when you are young, but as you get older, those accumulated hidden 

injuries may break out. The old white beard is an example. 

Solitia, Speed, and Mizeka are feeding Yukira and touching the horns on its head. Yukira doesn't dislike 

the three of them. familiar. 

  But besides Yamato, it likes Tianxi the most. For it, Tianxi is a treasure bag that can turn out candies 

at any time. 

  「lky!」 

   "Got it, got it, I'm fine, Uncle Quinn knows how to measure, don't be so careful." 

  Seeing that Yamato didn't accept the inspection honestly, the lucky egg showed a warning look, but 

this expression looked a little cute. 

  After that, she got some different news from Ji Lidan. For example, Arceus left Wano Country again, 

and Kaido was mysteriously not knowing what he was doing. 

  Hearing this, Yamato suddenly had an ominous premonition. Anyway, no matter what Kaido is 

doing, what he is planning is probably not good for him. 

In the past few months, nothing particularly complicated has happened on the sea, and the aftermath of 

the battle between Kaido and Whitebeard has basically come to an end. The end here refers to the truce 

between the three sea emperors, and everything has mostly returned to the way it was before. . 

In terms of territory, at the beginning Charlotte Lingling took advantage of Whitebeard's exhaustion and 

snatched a lot of territory. Due to poor condition, Whitebeard did not start a full-scale war immediately 

after arriving there, but only made a tentative attack. Then began to restore their own state. 

  After that, Charlotte Lingling also understood one thing. It wasn't that White Beard got old and 

weak, but that the little brother she took care of back then had grown up and even became much 

stronger than her. 

In the end, the BIG MOM pirates gave up those islands again. During the time they occupied them, they 

had plundered enough things. Charlotte Lingling's mood also recovered a lot. After all, Kaido owed her A 

big favor. 

   Facing the sea of changes, Charlotte Lingling decided to continue having children to expand her 

family. 

  The Whitebeard Pirates have encountered a lot of troubles recently. After the battle with Kaido, 

they came to challenge 

  The number of people fighting has obviously increased. 



  Many people thought that Whitebeard had weakened, and these people naturally got the fate of 

Shen Hai. Even if Whitebeard was really old and frail, it was not something they could deal with. 

  「Tiki, you were seriously injured this time.」 

   "It's okay, Dad's reputation can't be slandered by them." 

   On Whitebeard’s boat, Blackbeard Marshall D. Teach still stays here. He has no intention of 

changing his family. It is well known that Kaido is an animal madman, and he has already set his lofty 

goal. 

   It took so many years to stay in the Whitebeard Pirates. He has no plans to change his family. As 

long as Ananguo does not appear, he will be Whitebeard's "good son". 

  … 

In the first half of the great voyage, the impact of the war here was very small. At most, there were 

more newcomers influx. On an ordinary island, Tezolo brought Bacala, Tanaka and some of his men to 

the place. here. 

  Stella went to Ghost Island to report on his new plan for this year for him. Now it is extremely safe, 

and he came here because he found some new news. 

   "Mr. Sakagi, we are here." 

  The pirates on the street were walking unscrupulously, and there were also many people wearing 

masks. It was obvious that this was a trading point in the underground market. 

  In this kind of place, Tezolo generally doesn’t use his real name, but the code name within Beasts. 

As for Baccarat and Tanaka, it doesn’t matter. They don’t need to pay attention to their identities like 

Tezolo. 

  「Okay, as usual, let’s go buy some necessities first.」 

The large-scale gathering in the underground world must be related to the auction. At this time, Tezolo 

came here because he received a message about the devil fruit. There is still some time before the 

auction starts. Before that, Tezolo is going to store some luck. 

  Bacara discovered something during this period. If the other party took the initiative to distribute 

her luck, the luck brought by the lucky fruit would be even stronger. Then they came to the casino and 

played their own signs. 

  【1 million Baileys buy luck, each person is limited to one time. 】 

  There were already many people who lost all their property at the entrance of the casino. After 

Tezolo set up his own sign, it immediately attracted many gamblers. 

  At first they just waited and watched, but when Bacala just shook hands with one person and pulled 

out a stack of Baileys, they suddenly went crazy. 

  As for the luck of these losers, unless it is a devil fruit like Bacara, or the Chosen One, don't even 

think about winning it in the casino. 



Chapter 549: Thanks to Dover for upcoming "friendship" assistance 

  Nine out of ten bets lost, and the remaining one was deliberately let you win in order to let you 

taste the sweetness. 

  But there are always people who don't believe in evil, think that they can get out in time, and finally 

get deeper and deeper, so that they lose their fortune. 

  The people who were thrown out at the door were people who had already gambled. When they 

saw Tezolo, the "money boy", a bunch of people immediately surrounded him. 

Many people rushed back to the casino excitedly after getting the money, they thought they could make 

money with it, and occasionally a sober person took the money and ran off to nowhere, but that was the 

same as Tezolo It doesn't matter anymore. 

   To some extent, the devil fruit is fair. The money they get now appears to be provided by Tezolo, 

but in fact it is all their own. 

   There are many types of luck, and fortune is one of them. If they get one million Baileys, they will 

also encounter the bad luck of losing one million Baileys later. 

   But this is a trade fair in the underground world, not everyone is willing to abide by the rules, 

Tezolo's behavior has already attracted some criminals. 

   Soon there was a pirate staring at this place. A machete cut the table in front of them in half, and 

then stared fiercely at Tezolo. 

  「Boy, is it you who bought Lucky?」 

  The people around immediately ran aside, there is still some difference between a gambler and a 

desperado. 

   At least these gamblers are not wanted by the world government. 

  「Of course, sir, do you want to sell your luck too?」 

  「Sell, but I think your price is not reasonable.」 

   As he spoke, he looked at the suitcases at Tezolo's feet from the corner of his eye. Judging from the 

performance here, those suitcases contained Bailey. 

  「Then I’ll take all of these!」 

  After picking up two suitcases, he put the knife directly on Tezolo's neck. 

   The consequence of doing this was that he was surrounded by Tezolo's little brothers, with black 

holes pointing at his head. 

   "Sir, that's 200 million Baileys, are you sure?" 

   "Nonsense, if you don't want to die, let them put down their guns, my uncle..." 
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   "No, no, no, I'm not interested in who you are. I mean, you can take the money if you want, but the 

process still needs to go through, but I have to make sure, do you really think about it?" 

  Tezolo had a strange smile on his mouth, like a demon who wanted to trade with others. 

   It was the first time for the pirate to see such a strange person as Tezolo, and he couldn't help 

feeling a sense of fear in his heart, but under the lure of money, he still made the decision to rob. 

   "In this case, how can 200 million be enough, Bacala, give this gentleman another 100 million." 

Seeing that he didn't intend to stop, Tezolo motioned to Bacala to bring him another box of Baileys. 

Looking at the box handed over by the young girl, he didn't hold back the temptation, but he didn't let 

go of Tezolo's grip either. The weapon on Luo's neck. 

   Instead, he stretched out the arm holding the cash box, his hand was big enough to hold three 

boxes, and he didn't perceive a threat from Bacala. 

   But in the process, his hand came into contact with Baccarat, and Baccarat's other finger kept 

shaking. 

   Not far away, a section of vines suddenly rose from the ground, and another carriage passed by. 

  The horse's leg happened to trip over the section of the vine, and the goods on the cart were 

scattered aside, hitting a strong man next to him. 

  The wine glass in his hand slipped because of this, and when he was tidying his clothes in a hurry, 

the pistol in his waist accidentally went off, hitting another person just in time. 

  「Asshole, who is it!」 

The person who was hit uttered a curse, but the voice was extremely thin. The pirate heard the sound 

and looked, and couldn't help laughing when he saw the owner of the voice. He didn't expect such a 

strong A man can actually make such a sound. 

   Everyone else ignored the source of the laughter out of fear or panic, so he was the only one 

laughing and drew the man's wrath. 

He didn't pursue the shooter, but followed the laughter to find this place. Suddenly, the ground 

squirmed, and a big rock hand stretched out and grabbed the man, and he killed him without saying a 

word. over him. 

That is the Pica of the Don Quixote family, because the organizer of this auction is also the Don Quixote 

family. Relying on his own ability, Doflamingo has already done well in business on the Great Airline 

during this period. The raw water started. 

  He is an ability user of the stone fruit, able to assimilate with the rocks he touches, and as long as it 

can be attributed to "rock", the ability user can control it, even changing the terrain and the appearance 

of buildings. 

   His own voice is his biggest taboo, and anyone who mocks him in this regard draws his ire. 



   After finishing all that, Pika left here as if no one was there, and he left behind the pistol that 

accidentally went off. 

Tezolo silently picked up the Baileys scattered on the ground, and said to the people next to him: 

"Anyone else want to try? If you think about it, a billion Baileys are fine, as long as you can afford the 

price." .” 

  The people who sold their luck before have all re-entered the casino, and the rest of them gave up 

the idea of selling their luck after seeing the pirate who was crushed to death for no reason. 

  But it is just an ordinary transaction and there is no danger. At 1 million Berries, Bacala just took a 

little bit of luck, and the unlucky day passed. 

  But to deal with this kind of unruly person, she directly drained all the luck of the opponent, and 

then launched the waving skill. Under the influence of metaphysics, she finally killed the opponent with 

Seka's hand. 

  The luck of the acquisition was almost enough, so Tezolo put away the stall and left here. He will 

use part of his luck to earn back the money spent in the casino, which is also the second step of his 

action. 

  … 

   When the auction started, Tezolo had already completed his preparations, and then came today's 

final goal - the golden fruit. 

  Tezolo in the original timeline led a group of thugs into the auction house to **** the golden fruit, 

but this time he followed the normal auction process. 

Gold is still the hard currency in the sea. Although Tezolo has obtained the ability bestowed by Arceus 

last year, it does not prevent him from taking this fruit. He has seen a description of this fruit in Quinn's 

illustrated book. He likes the ability of this fruit very much. 

  Even if there are changes, he still likes money very much. In his opinion, the ability of this fruit is 

tailor-made. With this fruit, future plans will go smoothly, so he came here. 

  Doflamingo, who also owns the Devil Fruit Illustrated Book, naturally knows the power of this fruit. 

He didn't intend to sell it, but just wanted to use it as a gimmick to attract more customers. 

Chapter 550: Golden fruit 

  In the venue behind the auction, a slash is drawn on a weird smiling face, which is the symbol of the 

Don Quixote family and the pirate flag of the Don Quixote Pirates. 

   Compared with other people's pirate flag, the logo is much simpler. 

It wasn't long before Doflamingo entered the great route, but his previous layout in the North Sea finally 

played a role. As the leader of the underground world of the North Sea, Doflamingo quickly gained a 

place in the underground world of the Great Route . 
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  Whether it is his own strength or relationship, Doflamingo has shown a completely different side 

from the rookie. 

After Rossindi was killed by him, the undercover agent of the Don Quixote family disappeared, and the 

crane that had been trailing behind him like a murderer also disappeared. This made Doflamingo rarely 

stand firm. There is no need to take people to transfer every day. 

   At the same time, he also began to expand the power of Moxia, and no longer had only a few 

family members like Beihai. 

  However, his success in occupying a place in the underground market of the Great Airway has a lot 

to do with Beasts. The efforts of those two Devil Fruits made him achieve some results. 

   The underground world of Beasts in the Great Airway is a source. In addition to the things they sell 

themselves, there are also many black market merchants who buy goods from here. Doflamingo got 

certain goods through this relationship. 

   And those people saw that such a person who had just entered the great route could actually take 

out this kind of thing, and mistakenly thought that he had a certain relationship with the beasts, so they 

made him gain a firm foothold faster. 

  Combining the secrets he knew, in just a few months, the word "joker" has spread to the ears of 

many people. 

   But his background is a bit weak after all, unlike the auction in the Chambord Islands, which has 

already made a name for itself, and there is still a fixed "big money" like "Dragon Man". The general 

merchandise is not bad, but not enough to attract some people to come here, so he throws out the 

gimmick of golden fruit. 

   This fruit is undoubtedly very powerful, and of course Doflamingo will not just let it go. 

  At this time, on the boat of the Don Quixote family, Doflamingo was chatting with Torrebol. 

   "Torrebol, who should I give this fruit to later?" 

Doflamingo in the original timeline did not come to the auction in person because he wanted to develop 

his own business, but this time it was different. He connected with Beasts because of the devil fruit, and 

let himself do business. development has become smoother. 

  So he had time to come here with the cadres of the family in person, and this kind of fruit must be 

given to his trustworthy people. 

The people he trusts the most are undoubtedly the four who regarded him as the master from the very 

beginning, so they divided the camps of his subordinates according to the suits of the playing cards. , 

Diamanti is in charge of the Cube Army. 

  As for the Red Heart Army, the original Virgo is now an undercover navy, and has successfully 

entered the G5 branch and started to make arrangements for Doflamingo in advance. The second-

generation Red Heart "Corazon" was killed because he betrayed him. 



He has always left the position of the third generation of Hongxin to Luo. He doesn't know that Luo has 

already known the truth of many things, and he has been looking for him to the outside world, and 

claims that he is his own brother. The purpose is to let Luo voluntarily perform the eternal life operation 

for him. . 

   Now, apart from Virgo who is undercover in the navy, several other leaders already have their own 

fruit abilities, including children like baby-5 who also have their own fruit abilities. Although there are 

still candidates, they still have to think about it. 

  「Rao-G’s style is not suitable for it, and he probably doesn’t have much interest in it himself. The 

sisters of Senor or Delinger? Monet and Sugar seem to be okay, but they joined for a short time. 

   Na Dover, this kind of thing is still up to you to decide. " 

   "Flick the coffee, let's talk about it later, let's go, so as not to have any accidents." 

   "No Dover, Diamante and Pica are over there." 

  But he followed Doflamingo to the other side, but invisibly, big flags were planted on their backs. 

  … 

  Time is slowly passing by, and Tang Ji 

  The auction of the Hede family finally opened. With the start of the auction, the noisy pirates below 

also temporarily quieted down. Place 

   Everyone stopped talking, and most of their eyes were fixed on the center of the auction. 

   There are also people who have special ideas, but even if they want to use abnormal means, they 

have to wait for the auction to start, so they are all waiting now. 

In the center of the auction platform, a young girl with light green hair slowly walked out. She is Monet, 

a newcomer who joined the Don Quixote family last year. to her. 

   Then Monet walked to the auction stage, and then said with a smile: "Presumably all the guests 

can't wait anymore? Now the auction officially starts. 

  Because there are a lot of items in this auction, please bid as soon as possible. The starting price of 

each item is 10 million Baileys, and each increase should not be less than 1 million Baileys. The auction 

starts now!」 

  One item after another was sent to the stage, but Tezolo was not interested in those, his goal was 

only the final golden fruit. 

  「Baccarat, you can start now.」 

  Seeing that the final golden fruit was taken out, Tezolo handed over the auction to Bacala, and the 

luck he got before was used here. 

  In order to show the high level of the auction, and to be more hands-on, the bidding method of this 

auction is electronic bidding. There is no need to shout, just press the button on the side of the chair. 



  Through a few arrangements like this, the golden fruit will eventually fall into the hands of one's 

own people. 

  But as Lukara activated the ability and pressed the button, strange things happened, the system 

suddenly went into chaos, causing all the buttons in the hands of the people arranged by Doflamingo to 

fail. 

  The order Monet received was to let the auction go on normally no matter what, and the name of 

joker could not be dishonest at such a time, so this fruit went into Tezolo's hands smoothly. 

But Monet had already notified Diamanti and the others in private, and explained his meaning with 

codes. The Don Quixote family is very familiar with codes. Before, Rosindi could express his meaning by 

knocking on stones. Monet The same method is used. 

   She didn't do anything else, even watched Tezolo leave here with a smile on her face. 

But as soon as Tezolo and the others left here, a group of people rushed towards Tezolo, trying to **** 

the golden fruit in his hand, and there was a green patch on Tezolo's arm at this time Carapace and 

sharp spikes. 

 


